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Abstract 
 
The measurement of transverse single-spin asymmetries for baryon production in the 
target fragmentation region of semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS), can 
produce important insight into those nonperturbative aspects of QCD directly associated 
with confinement and with the dynamical breaking of chiral symmetry.  We discuss here, 
in terms of spin-directed momentum transfers, the powerful quantum field- theoretical 
constraints on the spin-orbit dynamics underlying these transverse spin observables.  The 
τΑ -odd spin-directed momentum shifts, originating either in the target nucleon ( )  
or in the QCD jets (
TNkδ
)TNpδ produced in the deep inelastic scattering process, represent 
significant quantum entanglement effects connecting information from current 
fragmentation with observables in target fragmentation. 
  
 
 
 
 Instrumentation of the “target fragmentation” region at an electron-ion collider 
(EIC) can provide a broad range of new tools for the study of nonperturbative dynamics 
in QCD. [1,2]  The specific observables discussed here are the transverse single-spin 
asymmetry measurements  
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The systematic, organized program of such measurements should also be done at the 
Jefferson Lab CEBAF 12 GeV machine [3] due to the importance of single-spin 
observables in understanding spin-orbit dynamics in a full range of kinematics.  As 
described below, these baryon asymmetry measurements both supplement and enhance 
the understanding of measurements of target spin asymmetries for meson production 
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found in the “current fragmentation” region.  It is convenient to parameterize the baryon 
observables of (1.1) in terms of the transverse-momentum dependent (TMD) “fractured 
functions” introduced in references [1] and [2].  For the target-spin asymmetries we can 
define the Fractured Orbital Functions (FOF) 2/( , ): ( , ; , ; )
N q B
TN T TB q q pM x k z p k Q↑Δ ⋅
GG , and the 
Fractured Collins, Heppelman, Ladinsky Functions (FCHLF) 
 2/{ , } : ( , ; , ; )
N q B B
T T TNB q q pM x k p z p Q
↑
↑ ↑Δ ⋅
G G . Correspondingly, for the final-state polarization 
observables we can define the Polarizing Fractured Functions (PFF) 
2
/( , ): ( , ; , ; )
N q B B
T T TNB q q pM x k p z p Q↑Δ ⋅
G G  and the Fractured Boer Mulders Functions (FBMF) 
2
/{ , } : ( , ; , ; )
N q
TN T TB q q pM x k z k p Q
↑
↑ ↑Δ
G G⋅ .  The content of the expressions for these functions is 
dense and the labeling complicated so the names are attached to connect these transverse 
spin-odd fractured functions involving quantum diquark structures to the classification of 
transverse-spin odd distributions and fragmentation functions for quarks created by 
Mulders and Tangerman. [4]  The four fractured functions presented here describe the 
spin-dependent differences of the conjoint probabilities for detecting a quark jet with 
kinematics defined by 2 / 2 .bjx x Q p= = q  and transverse momentum Tk
G
and a final-state 
baryon with kinematics defined by the Feynman variable /B Bz z p p p q= = ⋅ ⋅  and 
transverse momentum Tp
G  in the same deep-inelastic scattering event.  A more complete 
discussion of these fractured functions can be found in references [1,2].  For FOF and 
FCHLF the symbol indicates a target transverse spin asymmetry, NΔ
 
 /(,): /(,): /(,): .
N q q q
B p B p B pM M M↑ ↑Δ = − ↓  (1.3) 
For the fractured functions PFF and FBMF the symbol NΔ defines a final-state 
polarization asymmetry from an unpolarized target, 
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The set of conjoint probability densities  [ /(,): /(,):,
q q
B p B pM M↑↓ ↑↓  ,…] can capture the full 
range of quantum information contained in the measurements as constrained in the Bell’s 
inequalities [5,6] and used in the study of quantum entanglement.  This connection is 
important when viewed in the context of the powerful quantum-field-theoretical 
superselection principles applicable in the measurement of single-spin asymmetries 
involving the hard scattering of light quarks. [7,8].  For valence SIDIS these arguments 
also introduce quantum entanglement connecting the target fragmentation region to 
information in current fragmentation. 
 All single-spin asymmetries are odd under an operator, Ο , such that 
 1{ ; } { ; }i j i jk kσ σ−Ο Ο = −
G GG G , (1.5) 
where  are momentum 3-vectors and ik
G
jσG are spin axial vectors.  This operator can be 
seen to be the 3-D Hodge dual of the parity operator, P, 
 1{ ; } { ; }i j i jP k P kσ σ− = −
G GG G . (1.6) 
The operator product  then has the action PτΑ = Ο
 1{ ; } { ; }.i j i jk kτ τσ σ−Α Α = − −
G GG G  (1.7) 
The operator τΑ now designated “naïve time reversal” [9,10] is odd for transverse, parity 
conserving single-spin asymmetries.  In this note we will denote the τΑ -odd spin-
directed momentum, 
 ˆˆ(TN Tk k Qσ )= ⋅ ×
G
, (1.8) 
as the observable that defines a single-spin observable in SIDIS and other hard-scattering 
processes. 
 The explicit connection of the spin-directed momentum shift that can be produced 
by one unit of =  and the asymmetries defined in Eq. (1.1) is indicated in the sketches of 
Fig. 1  
 
Fig. 1  Spin-directed momentum transfers provide an alternate, rigorous, definition of 
single-spin asymmetries. 
 
In the discussion below we will designate a spin-directed momentum shift generated 
within the target nucleon by 2( , )TNk xδ μ  and shift generated within a QCD jet 
fragmentation by 2( , )TNp xδ μ  and treat them as directly observable asymmetries. 
The observation that transverse single-spin asymmetries are prohibited as  in 
hard-scattering processes of perturbative QCD [11] can be designated Kane-Pumplin-
Repko [12] factorization.  For processes such as SIDIS this allows the use of field-
theoretical idempotent projection operators, 
0qm →
 1
2
τ±
Α
± Α⎛Π = ⎜⎝ ⎠
⎞⎟ . (1.9) 
These operators create superselection rules that isolate the spin-directed momentum shift.  
In processes involving the hard scattering of massless quarks τΑ -odd dynamical effects 
can only be produced in the wave function of the target nucleon or in the color re-
arrangement that incurs in the fragmentation dynamics leading to final-state hadrons.      
The superselection rules allow for the calculation of these shifts within the nucleon by 
lattice gauge simulations [13].  The application of these operators to a valence-quark 
SIDIS process is indicated in Fig. 2, 
 
 
 
Fig. 2  The hard scattering in valence SIDIS separates nonperturbative jet structure from 
nonperturbative dynamics in the target nucleon. 
 
The hard scattering process in the central part of this diagram that is calculable 
in QCD perturbation theory for a valence u or d quark is necessarily 
eq eqX⇒
τΑ -even so that the 
τΑ -odd dynamics leading to the spin-directed momentum shift must appear in the wave 
function of the target nucleon or in the color-rearrangement of the fragmentation 
processes leading to final-state hadrons.  The phenomenological study of spin-directed 
momentum transfers in the current fragmentation region of this diagram [14,15] has 
already proved to be very instructive in isolating interesting dynamics. The diagram in 
Fig. 2 does not explicitly show the final-state interaction between the struck quark and 
the diquark structure that creates the process dependence of τΑ -odd distribution 
functions.  The quantum entanglement produced by these final-state interactions can be 
isolated by the projection operator −ΑΠ of (1.9)  The fact that the SIDIS process 
demonstrates TMD factorization [16] combined with the fact that SIDIS kinematics 
allows for a distinction between τΑ -odd dynamics occurring in the target nucleon from 
τΑ -odd effects in fragmentation. [17]   The same kinematic restrictions occur for the 
production of baryons in the target fragmentation region of SIDIS as can be demonstrated 
by the three intersecting planes shown in Fig. 3 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3  The three independent planes in SIDIS can be used to differentiate between τΑ -
odd dynamics in the nucleon and in jet fragmentation. 
 
A significant feature of spin-observables involving baryons is that polarization 
asymmetries and target spin asymmetries can be studied in tandem.  For example the 
comparison of the FOF  with the PFF  in the same range of 
kinematics allows for the calibration of the 
/[ , ]:
N u
u d pMΛΔ ↑ /[ , ]:N u u d pMΛ↑Δ
2( , )TNk xδ μ  associated with the Fractured 
Orbital Function with the 2( , )TNp zδ μ  generated in the Polarizing Fractured Function. 
Since these momentum shifts do not evolve under TMD evolution [11,18], the data 
collected from spin asymmetries can be used to study the evolution of spin-averaged 
TMD’s. 
 Most of the familiar examples of quantum entanglement involve spin observables 
measured in widely separated kinematical regions. [5,19]  The hard scattering of a 
valence quark in a polarized proton as pictured in Fig. 2  can be seen to resolve the 
structure of a complicated internal quantum state.  The Fractured Orbital Function, FOF, 
resolves this state in terms of an orbiting configuration involving quark-diquark and 
virtual meson degrees of freedom confined within the polarized proton.  The final-state 
interactions of the struck quark that lead to a spin-directed momentum transfer involve 
the attractive chromo-electric force between the struck quark and the diquark spectator.  
This force leads to a fraction of the transverse momentum shift of the quark to be 
transmitted to the diquark,  
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In these equations the parameters 0 , 1u dη η≤ ≤  provide a measure of the interaction of 
the quark-diquark system with the remaining internal constituents.  These equations allow 
the prediction of   and /[ , ]: /[ , ]:,
N u N u
p u d p n u d pM M↑ ↑Δ Δ /[ , ]:N u u d pMΛ ↑Δ  from existing data on pion 
spin asymmetries.  This type of long-range correlation tests the underlying understanding 
of orbital distributions in the same manner that the Collins conjugation prediction [20] 
relating the asymmetry in SIDIS and the Drell-Yan process, 
 
( ) ( )2( , ) ( , ) ,
O
TN TNSIDIS DY
k x k xδ μ δ μ= − 2 O  (1.11) 
when expressed in terms of spin-directed momentum transfers.  
 The spin state of a diquark by itself represents a quantum-entangled system and 
the rank dependence of the fragmentation process in the FCHLF is closely 
related to that of the Collins Function, 
/{ , '} :
N q
B q q pM
↑
↑ ↑Δ
/
N
M qD ↑Δ .  That is to say, the τΑ -odd flux rupture 
leading to { , '}q q B q↑⇒ + ↑  necessarily involves 
 2( , ) ( , ) .TN TNqp z p zδ μ δ μ↑ = − 2 B  (1.12) 
This means that there will be spin-asymmetries associated with the production of mesons 
within the target fragmentation region as well as baryons.  We will not discuss here the 
formulation of dihadron fractured functions that can be used to study spin-oriented 
correlations between hadrons in a full range of kinematics.  At this conference Harut 
Avakian presented Jefferson Lab data on spin-dependent correlations between baryons 
and mesons. [21]  I believe these data support the basic structure of the formalism 
presented here. 
The author is grateful for informative talks and advice from Gary Goldstein and 
Simonetta Liutti. 
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